Introductory Guide to

REGLASSING
services for
glass-lined
equipment

REINVIGORATE YOUR OLD EQUIPMENT
THROUGH REGLASSING

G

lass-lined steel reactors are a substantial
investment for any company to make, so
it’s not the kind of equipment you want
to simply discard once it becomes old or inoperative. Most likely, you are using glass-lined equipment because your process requires a high level
of corrosion resistance or other unique property
that only glass can accomodate. But after years
of service (the number of years can vary greatly
depending on the service conditions), your vessel will eventually require some sort of refurbishment. Reglassing is the process by which older
or damaged glass-lined steel equipment is refurbished to like-new condition.
A vessel being sprayed with 3009 glass enamel.

This introductory guide will provide you with
the fundamental information about reglassing,
including:
• A step-by-step guide to how reglassing is
performed
• Common reasons why reglassing is needed
• Advantages of reglassing over purchasing a
new vessel
• Improvements and upgrades that can be
made during reglassing
• How DDPS can help complete your system
• Answers to other frequently asked questions

A reactor after it is removed from the electric furnace.
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WHAT IS REGLASSING?

Reglassing is a complex process that provides efficient, economical repair to old, damaged or worn
glass-lined vessels and their accessories. Once a
vessel or ancillary part is reglassed it is equivalent
in quality to a new item. The reglassing procedure
involves the following steps:
1. Removal of the old glass lining from a vessel or
part by grit-blasting
2. Repair of the steel substrate by welding (e.g. stud
holes from plugs and corrosion-damaged areas are
ground out and patch welded, severely corroded
sections may be trepanned and a new section
welded in.)
3. Addition or removal of nozzles or other changes
(such as replacement of jacket closure rings or addition of diaphragms)
4. Application and firing of numerous coats of glass

An old reactor body that was evaluated by DDPS and found
suitable for reglass.

5. Testing before and after glassing
6. Application of external protective coatings
The end product is a high quality, glass-lined vessel.
For more detailed information about the glassing
process read about how glass-lined vessels are
made.

More than Reactors...
Reglassing is not just for vessels covers, baffles, and agitators can
also be reglassed!
A vessel that was reglassed is prepared for delivery
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WHEN IS REGLASSING NEEDED?

Some glass-lined steel damage can be fixed by performing various field repairs on the glass. There comes a point, however,
when field repairs are impractical. At this point, reglassing
should be considered. Glass-lined equipment can becomes a
candidate for repair and reglassing in the following instances:
• The addition of more plugs, patches or sleeves becomes
uneconomical, or results in a repair of questionable integrity
• Spalling of the glass due to nascent hydrogen attack
• Galvanic corrosion caused by the use of dissimilar metals in
the reactor, like dip pipes, valves and/or repair plugs
• Substantial damage caused from the loss of a repair plug
• Build up of extremely corrosive or erosive products from
batch type operations and pilot operations
• Contamination of jacket heating and cooling media, causing
accelerated corrosion at the bottom closure ring
• Lack of venting, which can allow corrosion-producing air
pockets at the top jacket closure ring
• Damage caused from a component being welded to the
substrate during replacement
• Accidental damage to the lining of the vessel
• Mechanical damage, e.g. a workman drops a tool or other
object he shouldn’t have in his pocket
• Poor workmanship on a repair
• Thermal shock or stress beyond the safe limits of the glass

Can your Equipment can be Reglassed?
Reglassing may not be practical for an older
piece of equipment if there is significant corrosion or damage of the non-glass-lined steel
surfaces; But if the steel substrate is in good
condition, reglassing is most likely a viable option for you.
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ADVANTAGES OF REGLASSING

Reglassing is ideal for situations when time and cost are a
primary issue. Here’s a list of why reglassing is a great option
for many companies using glass-lined equipment:
Cost Savings
Considering today’s common reactor sizes, reglassing can provide a 4000-gallon vessel at approximately the cost of a new 2000-gallon vessel. That
is nearly 50% off the list price of a new reactor!
Reduced Lead Time
Since the steel body of the vessel already exists,
deliveries for reglassed equipment typically run 2-3
months – approximately half the time it takes to
fabricate a new vessel from scratch.
Environmentally-Friendly Solution
Reglassing enables you to turn your “trash” into
“treasure. Scrap yard nuggets can be revived and
reused, helping to minimize your carbon footprint.
The re-use of the vessel also fits well with many
corporate sustainability programs.
Quality Assurance Guarantee
If quality is your concern, you can be guaranteed
that refurbished vessels are just as good as new
ones. All vessels reglassed by DDPS come with the
same standard warranty as new vessels, ensuring
you are receiving a vessel “as good as new”.
Cash Flow
Many companies find reglassing, which is considered a maintenance budget expenditure, preferable
to a new capital expenditure (which is usually more
difficult to get approval for).

How do you Prepare your Equipment for Reglass?
Before you go to the expense of shipping, it’s best to “pre-qualify” the vessel on-site. A representative from DDPS can help you inspect the vessel with you. First you’ll need to remove
accessories and disassemble the vessel as required to inspect the glass, and make a preliminary evaluation as to the possibility of reglassing. If the vessel seems in “reglassable”
condition, you can follow these steps to prepare and ship the vessel.
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UPGRADES DURING REGLASS

You can use the reglassing process as a means to upgrade your reactor to state-of-the-art through the
addition of new features that can improve the functionality and appearance of your existing equipment.
To learn more about the enhancements that can be made to your reactor read our post about optimizing
the glass-lined reactor.

Nozzles

OptiMix® Baffles

Make minor changes to nozzle layouts by adding additional nozzles, changing nozzle diameters or moving their locations to better enable process functionality and facilitate solids introduction, monitoring,
and instrumentation.

DDPS now has the capability to convert standard
reactors into Optimix vessels during the reglassing
process. OptiMix technology integrates three wallmounted baffles to optimize mixing, heat transfer,
and cleanability.

Insulation and Sheathing

Jackets

This upgrade compliments high internal reactor
performance and increases reaction efficiency by
helping to maintain temperatures. Factory-installed
insulation and sheathing has various material options available.

Conventional jackets can be added to offset the
relatively low thermal conductivity of glass lining.
When included in your reactor design, jackets help
to improve heat transfer rates, reduce batch time,
and cut operating costs.
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MAKING YOUR PROJECT A SUCCESS

De Dietrich Process Systems can go beyond refurbishing your individual equipment by providing a
packaged solution along with your upgraded vessel.
Through the integration of peripheral equipment
with our glass-lined vessels, your system can be
completely customizable based on the specifications of your process. We can complete your system
with:
• Mixing system
• Temperature Control Module
• Distillation Overheads
• Feed, Sampling and Product Transfer Equipment
• Instrumentation
• Automation and Controls
DDPS can also help you in the field with additional
services that include:
• Vessel rigging, removal, and installation
• Freight scheduling and equipment preparation
• Installation of agitation systems and disassembly/re-assembly of existing systems including
replacement of agitator, drive and/or mechanical seal
• Assistance with start-up and commissioning of
one vessel or an entire plant
For more information about our Engineered Systems
capabilities and field service visit our website.

Not our vessel? Not a Problem!
DDPS offers reglassing on competitors’
equipment and will provide the same standard warranty for any reglassed vessel
regardless of the original manufacturer.
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RETURNED EQUIPMENT
QUESTIONNAIRE

The Return Equipment Questionnaire can be submitted online or via email and will provide us with information about the equipment you plan to send in for reglassing. It is required by both OSHA and our plant safety program to assure that all parties are
aware of potential hazards (include MSDS if needed). A separate questionnaire needs to be filled out for each major item or
each lot of small parts that are being reglassed.
1. Company:
Contact:

Phone:

2. Equipment Description and Size:
3. Original Manufacturer:
4. Manufacturer Serial Number:

Year built:
R/M Number:

5. Has the equipment been previously reglassed?

Yes

No

6. Does the nameplate legibly display the “U” stamp?

Yes

No

7. Was the equipment thoroughly cleaned and free of residual process chemicals?

Yes

No

8. Was the jacket thoroughly cleaned and free of residual media?

Yes

No

9. Were MSDS documents sent prior to shipment of vessel?

Yes

No

10. Have all plugs, nozzle liners, sleeves and patches been removed from the
vessel and jacket?

Yes

No

11. Does the equipment have a hole in the GLASS liner into the jacket?

Yes

No

Yes

No

If so, were any toxic, explosive, flammable, or irritating chemicals used in
the equipment during the last production sequence?
Comments:

De Dietrich Process Systems is devoted to the health and safety of our employees and shall comply with applicable OSHA “Right
to Know” standards. The information requested above will help us achieve this objective, which we believe is in your best interest as well as ours.
Return Completed Questionnaire via e-mail to: duane.gustavus@ddpsinc.com
Any questions contact Ozzie Freitas at 908.317.8854 or ozzie.freitas@ddpsinc.com
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